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Abstract: The main objectives of the present work are to investigate the hydraulic characteristics
of the dam discharge flow and its impact downstream. Building information modeling technology
is adopted to generate the terrain entity and hydraulic structures. The calculation of the dam
discharge and flood routing simulation is achieved by employing Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations with the RNG k-ε eddy viscosity model for its turbulence closure, as well as the Volume
of Fluid method. An urban flood experiment and the field measurement records are utilized and
validated the model accuracy. The flow field is obtained to assess the dam working conditions under
different water levels. The results show that the maximum downstream flow depth, the maximum
discharge capacity and the hydraulic jump length under normal water level is 18.6 m, 13,800 m3 /s,
and 108 m, respectively. The dam satisfies the safety demand under different water levels but close
attention should be paid to the dam foundation, especially around the incident points of the discharge
flow. Complex turbulent flow patterns, including collision, reflection, and vortices, are captured by
three-dimensional simulation. The numerical simulation can assist the reservoir management vividly,
so as to guarantee the stability of the dam operation.
Keywords: numerical simulation; dam discharge; flood routing; parametric modeling method;
complex flow patterns

1. Introduction
Dams are constructed as water storage to compensate for fluctuations in the catchment area and
to generate electricity. Efficient operation of existing water infrastructures is considered important for
effective water resources management. However, uncontrollable amounts of discharges released from
the dam discharge structure have caused failures of dams [1]. Accidents due to a high level of energy
being stored in the reservoir will give a negative impact on the downstream area and have disastrous
effects on environment, society and economy [2]. Provision of a hydraulically efficient and structurally
strong discharge structure is very significant for the safety of the dam, the life and property along the
river down below [3–5]. It is crucial that these structures are optimized functionally and economically
in the individual project. Therefore, understanding how the operation of a newly built reservoir affects
the downstream river flow is vital for protecting human life and property downstream.
A study on the flow through the hydraulic structures is usually conducted using physical modeling.
Physical modeling is based on the fluid mechanic equations to construct a scaled laboratory model
from the prototype. This approach is a safe way to analyze the flow-through or over the hydraulic
structures. Boes and Hager [6] carried out a benchmark experimental study in a large flume for the
onset of skimming flows, and they discussed the energy dissipation features of the stepped spillways.
Semi-empirical equations have been developed to aid in the design of actual discharge structure and
to lessen the need for individual experimental model studies [7,8]. Due to high cost of laboratory
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experiments and confinements of empirical equations, researchers have attempted to adopt numerical
simulation to check the working conditions of hydraulic structures [9–11]. Li et al. [12] simulated the
joint flood discharge with the surface outlet and bottom outlet of a dam. The energy dissipation rate is
enhanced by effective operation rules to stabilize the downstream flow regimes.
Rapidly varied flow having large streamline curvatures exerts non-hydrostatic pressure
distribution over the dam discharge structure surface. The enormous three-dimensional (3D) effect
of dam discharge flow reveals that two-dimensional (2D) assumptions in solving such problems
are inadequate [13–15]. 3D numerical simulation comes into sight gradually because it can yield a
high-resolution outcome and vividly display the variation of physical parameters in the flow field [16].
In fact, 3D flood numerical simulation can be used to judge disaster losses in terms of visual experience.
More concretely, it can qualitatively and quantitatively assess flood hazards and render visual reference
for the development of flood control schemes, providing an important foundation for flood forecasting,
dam design, and flood control system application [17]. The 3D simulation is approximately equivalent
to the reality in terms of landform and boundary conditions. Therefore, the results are more accurate
and convincing, and it is widely available in practical engineering [18–21].
Dam discharge simulation requires an integrated tool that can handle both terrain entities and
hydraulic structures. The building information modeling (BIM) method renders an effective approach
for the generation of these models. It can provide detailed structure information for spatial objects
and manage spatial information in an integrated intelligence way. Nawari et al. [22] applied the BIM
method to construct the hydro-supported structures and improved the design and construction of
facilities. Zhong et al. [23] proposed a proficient BIM workflow for designing hydraulic structures,
rendering a theoretical framework for digital modeling. David et al. [24] assessed the modeling
efficiency in construction projects that utilized BIM and suggests that the approach is cost-effective for
terrain generation.
Undulating terrain and sophisticated dam structures in river channels could result in complex
turbulent flow patterns, including collision, reflection, and vortices [25]. Discharge at high dams
further complicates the flow patterns for high-energy flows pouring down from outlet works and
hitting the river channel. An appropriate hydrodynamic model is necessary to capture such a complex
flow field. The Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) with the RNG k-ε eddy viscosity model
for its turbulence closure has been applied widely in flood routing through complex geometries, as
well as the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method [26–28]. Dai et al. [29] conducted the high dam discharge
simulation with the RNG k-ε turbulence model. The flow motion is calculated by the RANS equations
and the VOF is utilized to trace the interface of water and air. They concluded that the integrated
application of these three models is applicable to hydraulic engineering research. Zhang et al. [30]
validated the accuracy of RNG k-ε turbulence models for the dam discharge flow and concluded that
the RNG turbulence model can perfectly represent the flow at different cross-sections.
The study aims to investigate the hydraulic characteristics of the dam discharge flow and its
impact to downstream by coupling uneven terrain and detailed dam structures. The downstream flow
field, characterized by the distribution of water depth, pressure, and velocity, is solved to check the
dam working conditions under balancing the discharge effects. The objectives of this study are: (1) to
explore a novel framework of 3D modeling dam discharge under real terrain and detailed structures,
(2) to assess the joint dam discharge energy dissipation rate with surface and bottom outlet under
different scenarios, (3) to check the dam operation rules under different water level and conduct the
corresponding downstream flood risk assessment.
2. Study Area
The Wudu reservoir is located on the main stream of the Fujiang River, 4 kilometers upstream of
Wudu Town, Sichuan Province, China, as shown in Figure 1.
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The Wudu reservoir is located on the main stream of the Fujiang River, 4 kilometers upstream
of Wudu Town, Sichuan Province, China, as shown in Figure 1.
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the downstream flow field characteristics are calculated based on the digital model to assess the dam
operation rules.
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generation based on contour lines seems to have high accuracy, but the field measurement is difficult.
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With the improvement of the DEM resolution, terrain generation based on DEM data will be applied
widely.
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3.3. Hydrodynamic Model
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with the RNG k-ε eddy viscosity model
for its turbulence closure is applied to calculate the dam discharge and flood inundation simulation.
The continuity equations [35] can be expressed in the tensor form as follows:
∂ui
=0
∂xi

(1)

"
!#
∂u j
1 ∂p
∂
∂ui
∂ui
∂ui
(ν + νt )
+ uj
=−
+
+
+ gi
ρ ∂xi
∂t
∂x j
∂x j
∂x j
∂xi

(2)

where ui represents mean velocity, xi is the coordinate, t represents time, p is pressure, ρ is the fluid
density, gi represents the gravitational acceleration, ν is the molecular kinematic viscosity and νt
represents the eddy kinematic viscosity. Turbulence eddy viscosity is computed using turbulent kinetic
energy k and turbulence dissipation rate ε as follow:
νt = Cµ

k2
ε

(3)

where Cµ is a constant. A modified ε equation with an extra source term is used in the RNG k-ε model,
integrating the renormalization group (RNG) mathematical theory [36]. In the RNG k-ε model, the
transportation equations for k and ε are:
"
!
#
∂k
∂k
∂
νt ∂k
+ ui
=
ν+
+G−ε
σk ∂xi
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
"
#

∂ε
∂ε
∂
νt ∂ε
ε
ε2
+ ui
=
ν+
+ Cε1 G − Cε2 − Rε
σε ∂xi
k
k
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
r
η
!
1 − η0 ε2
∂u j ∂ui
k G
∂ui
3
Rε = Cµ η
, η=
+
, G = νt
ε νt
∂x j
∂xi ∂x j
1 + βη3 k

(4)

(5)

(6)

where Rε is an additional term that is important for sheared turbulence but usually neglected in the
standard k-ε model, G represents the generation-rate of turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean
velocity gradients. The coefficients in this model are: Cµ = 0.085, Cε1 = 1.42, Cε2 = 1.68, σk = σε = 0.7194,
β = 0.012 and η = 4.38.
A true Volume of Flood (VOF) method is utilized for computing free surface motion [37].
The tracking of the interface between air and water is accomplished by the solution of the continuity
equation with the following form:
∂αw
∂αw
+ ui
=0
(7)
∂t
∂xi
The variables and properties in any given cell are either purely representative of water or air, or
representative of a mixture of them, depending upon the water volume fraction values αw . The volume
fraction of a given cell is constant. As long as the αw is calculated, the air volume fraction is naturally
solved, and the free surface can be traced.
Based on these governing equations, the dam discharge and flood inundation simulation are
conducted and the flow field is solved to measure the working condition of the dam. The governing
equations are numerically discretized with the finite volume method. Within each control volume,
the local mean values of all dependent variables, including pressure (p), fluid fraction (αw ), density
(ρ), viscosity (ν and νt ), turbulent kinetic energy (k), and dissipation rate (ε) are solved. The surface
fluxes, surface stresses and body forces of each control volume are computed subsequently in terms
of the surrounding variable values to be combined to form approximations for the conservation
equations. For the time step, an initial value needs to be specified to start the calculation, and it will be
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automatically adjusted according to the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) criterion in the following
calculation. The CFL condition for the 3D case is the following one:
∆t

3
X
uxi
≤C
∆xi

(8)

i=1

where C is a dimensionless constant which depends only on the particular equation to be solved.
Explicit time marching solver is adopted and the C value is set to 1. As a consequence, the time
step must be less than a certain time determined by the CFL criterion, otherwise the simulation may
produce incorrect results.
3.4. Model Configuration
The boundary condition and initial condition are used to feature a specific problem. As to the
dam discharge simulation, being consistent with the actual operation mode is of vital importance to
corresponding with the reality. The water level at the dam site plays a leading role in the transition
between the model and the real operation of the reservoir.
3.4.1. Boundary Conditions
Due to the lack of inflow series data, the average flow velocity (vavg ) at the inlet boundary is
solved on the condition that the water level at the dam site is consistent between the model and actual
conditions. The flooding process in the Fujiang River generally lasts approximately 2–3 days. Due
to the confinement of 3D simulation time, the peak water level period of the reservoir is selected as
the simulation period. In fact, there are no dramatic changes in the water level at the dam site in the
simulation period, so the inlet boundary condition is configured to guarantee that the water level is
constant during the simulation period.
The outlet boundary adopts the free outflow condition, and the upper boundary condition is set
as the free surface. As to the other boundaries, they are treated according to the solid wall law, and all
nodes are applied to the non-slip boundary condition.
3.4.2. Initial Conditions
The computational domain covers a range of 460 m × 320 m × 120 m. The complexity of dam
discharge calculation often requires a grid that will result in a scientifically credible, yet computationally
feasible model. The grid should provide a compromise between depicting the physical realities of
the hydraulic structures and computational feasibility. Therefore, a sensitivity test on the mesh size is
made in order to check if the mesh is fine enough to give a good representation of the flow through the
spillway and the bottom outlet. Different mesh resolutions (1 m, 1.5 m, and 2 m) are adopted to carry
out the sensitivity analysis. No distinctive discrepancies of the flow velocity and pressure are captured
under different mesh resolutions, which means that the simulation results do not rely on mesh size.
Therefore, the computational domain mesh is divided into gradient nested structured meshes, with a
minimum mesh size of 0.5 m and a global mesh size of 1 m, and the total mesh number is 5.68 million,
shown in Figure 5b. Three probe points are arranged to capture the flow field characteristics (Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Initial condition configuration. (a) arrangement of probe points; (b) mesh of the partial
Figure 5. Initial condition configuration. (a) arrangement of probe points; (b) mesh of the partial
computational domain.
computational domain.

The simulation time must be long enough to capture a relatively stable status of the downstream
flow field. Also, it must be short enough to avoid generating too much redundant data. As a
consequence, the simulation time is set to 50 s after many attempts. Since the computational time is
limited and the water level is nearly constant in the simulation period, the downstream flow field
possesses the ability to achieve a relatively stable condition. After that, fluctuations in flow field are
not violent. The time step is determined by satisfying the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition,
which assures the explicit solver of the RANS equations to have stable solutions. Since no observation
data are available on the flood plain and for the hydraulic structure, roughness parameters are set to
characteristic values commonly cited in the literature [38].
4. Scenario Analysis
According to the features of the Wudu Reservoir, three characteristic water levels are selected to
simulate the dam discharge and one scenario (case 2) is chosen as a validation case. Dam discharge at
high water levels would exert a severe effect on downstream river channels. Analysis of different water
levels helps in understanding the operational mechanism of the reservoir and in adapting portable
and convenient measures dealing with every challenging working condition, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Scenario analysis and corresponding working conditions.
Case

Scenarios

case 1

dead water level

case 2

water level at 8:00 o’clock on
18 June2018 (validation)

case 3

the normal water level

case 4

the normal water level

Working Condition
bottom outlet and intake of
power plant are fully open
bottom outlet and intake of
power plant are fully open
intake of power plant and bottom outlet
are fully open with spillway discharge
intake of power plant and bottom outlet
are fully open, without spillway discharge

5. Model Validation
To validate the applicability and accuracy of the hydrodynamic model, a flooding experiment,
which has sufficient water depth data at 10 probe points, is constructed with the physics-based flood
routing simulation framework. Detailed information could be found in the experiment [39] and the
layout of the experiment is depicted in Figure 6.
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simulation framework. Detailed information could be found in the experiment [39] and the
layout of the experiment is depicted in Figure 6.
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and water surface profiles, energy dissipation arrangement, and downstream flow conditions. The
downstream flow field is solved by using Flow 3D software. Taking case 3 as an example, the flow
field is depicted to characterize the dam working condition.
6.1. Water Depth
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Hydraulically efficient working conditions of the dam are: discharging capacity, pressures and water
surface profiles, energy dissipation arrangement, and downstream flow conditions. The downstream
flow field is solved by using Flow 3D software. Taking case 3 as an example, the flow field is depicted
to characterize the dam working condition.
6.1. Water Depth
The surface spillway, bottom outlet and the intake of the power plant can be used to release
flood under the normal water level. At the early stage of the simulation, the flow spreads linearly
in the vicinity of the spillway. As the peak flood approaches, the front of the water body gradually
comes across the dam and diffuses around in the forward direction. Due to the distribution of the
ground resistance and the adverse steep slope of the riverbed, the flow velocity progressively decreases,
and the flow is attenuated from the mainstream to the periphery. The process is accompanied by
vortices,
and
regions
of REVIEW
low pressure are consistently detected on the surface. Bubbles are a common
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Figure 9 shows that during the dam discharge process, high-pressure flow transforms to highspeed flow, hits the flip bucket and then splashes into the air. The maximum discharge capacity
reaches to 13,800 m3/s, and the hydraulic jump is approximately 110 m. Energy is stored in the
reservoir is high enough. Under such conditions, both the dam and the downstream environment are
facing flood risk challenges. By comparing Figure 9, it can be seen that the length of the hydraulic
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Figure 9 shows that during the dam discharge process, high-pressure flow transforms to high-speed
flow, hits the flip bucket and then splashes into the air. The maximum discharge capacity reaches to
13,800 m3 /s, and the hydraulic jump is approximately 110 m. Energy is stored in the reservoir is high
enough. Under such conditions, both the dam and the downstream environment are facing flood risk
challenges. By comparing Figure 9, it can be seen that the length of the hydraulic jump in the bottom
outlet is slightly longer than that in the spillway. Before the jet falls down on the downstream water
body, most of the energy exists in the form of impact kinetic energy. After the jets hit the riverbed,
energy is consumed by the interaction with the riverbed, which brings about severe riverbed scouring.
The downstream flow pattern gradually becomes steadier, indicating that the working condition is fine
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bottom outlet is their highly efficient flow energy dissipation capacity. Collision and energy dissipation
occur after the two jets meet, and the deflecting flow consumes a large amount of energy. This could
prevent the downstream channel from severe erosion and stabilize the main flow stream in the river
management. There is still a great deal of energy directly hitting the riverbed so that it will cause
serious partial erosion downstream. Severe erosions at the downstream channel may harm the stability
of the hydraulic structures as documented by Dodaro et al. [40,41]. Sometimes an abrupt drop is
introduced to prevent tailwater effects and to stabilize the jump location. Therefore, the joint dam
discharge with surface and bottom outlet has good energy dissipation features and the downstream
foundation at the incident point should be paid close attention all the time.

When the two jets formed by the spillway and the bottom outlet get past the constraints, the
huge impact transfers to the downstream riverbed. At the incident point, the riverbed bears most of
the energy of the high-speed flow, causing an abrupt increase in the riverbed pressure. As shown in
Figure 10, the dark red area signifies the location of the incident point. The pressure in13 the
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surrounding position is relatively small, the large pressure gradient would gradually destroy the
downstream dam foundation, putting the dam safety at risk.
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Figure 11 shows the transient flow field with streamlines. As the inlet boundary constantly pours
water into the model, the water body in the reservoir presents the trend of synchronous propagation
towards downstream. However, with the dam’s obstruction, water is forced to accumulate at the outlet
works of the dam. The streamlines converge to the surface spillway, bottom outlet and the intake of the
power plant, and the water pours down from there instantaneously. The flow gradually accelerates in
the spillway due to the conversion of the potential energy. Three main streams, formed by the bottom
outlet discharge, are presented. With the spillway discharge, the flow hits the flip bucket, then collides
with the bottom outlet and hits on the ground. As for the flood discharges without spillway, huge
kinematic energy is dissipated by collision with the downstream ground. In general, the downstream
flow field is relatively steady, which suggests that the dam can satisfy the safety demand of the dam
under high water level.

intake of the power plant, and the water pours down from there instantaneously. The flow gradually
accelerates in the spillway due to the conversion of the potential energy. Three main streams, formed
by the bottom outlet discharge, are presented. With the spillway discharge, the flow hits the flip
bucket, then collides with the bottom outlet and hits on the ground. As for the flood discharges
without spillway, huge kinematic energy is dissipated by collision with the downstream ground. In
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general, the downstream flow field is relatively steady, which suggests that the dam can satisfy the
safety demand of the dam under high water level.
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6.4. Details of Local Flow
6.4. Details of Local Flow
The flood flow through the dam in three ways: surface overflow, bottom outlet, and power plant
The flood flow through the dam in three ways: surface overflow, bottom outlet, and power plant
intake. The joint discharge energy dissipation rate has been proved with the surface spillway and
intake. The joint discharge energy dissipation rate has been proved with the surface spillway and
bottom outlet, and the curvilinear inlet pipe of the power plant has an influence on disturbing the
bottom outlet, and the curvilinear inlet pipe of the power plant has an influence on disturbing the
movement of the water. The high-pressure flow carries a large amount of impact kinetic energy and is
movement of the water. The high-pressure flow carries a large amount of impact kinetic energy and
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Figure 12. Partially enlarged view of local flow pattern under the normal water level. (a) local flow
flow pattern from right-wing view; (b) local flow pattern from top view; (c) local flow pattern from
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The pressure and flow velocity of 3 probe points [shown in Figure 5a] in 4 different working
The pressure and flow velocity of 3 probe points [shown in Figure 5 (a)] in 4 different working
conditions (dead water level, the water level at 8:00 o’clock on 18 June 2018, normal water level with
conditions (dead water level, the water level at 8:00 o’clock on 18 June 2018, normal water level with
spillway discharge and normal water level without spillway outlet) are shown in Figure 13.
spillway discharge and normal water level without spillway outlet) are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Partially enlarged view of local flow pattern under the normal water level. (a) local flow
pattern from right-wing view; (b) local flow pattern from top view; (c) local flow pattern from leftwing view.

The pressure and flow velocity of 3 probe points [shown in Figure 5 (a)] in 4 different working
of 20
water level, the water level at 8:00 o’clock on 18 June 2018, normal water level15with
spillway discharge and normal water level without spillway outlet) are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Pressure and velocity profiles at each probe point.

When the water reaches a normal level, a high-energy flood is released through the outlet works,
When the water reaches a normal level, a high-energy flood is released through the outlet works,
causing the flow to be swift and the flow pattern to be complicated. Slight differences in the water level
causing the flow to be swift and the flow pattern to be complicated. Slight differences in the water
in the reservoir cause a large change in the flow field. In general, the energy is stored in the reservoir is
level in the reservoir cause a large change in the flow field. In general, the energy is stored in the
really high, which can be seen from the pressure and velocity distribution of the upstream probe points.
reservoir is really high, which can be seen from the pressure and velocity distribution of the upstream
After the high-energy water reaches the downstream, the energy is dissipated. The dam structure
probe points. After the high-energy water reaches the downstream, the energy is dissipated. The dam
and the riverbed have to bear the impact of high-energy flow, putting them in danger. Therefore, the
structure and the riverbed have to bear the impact of high-energy flow, putting them in danger.
operation rules should take the downstream bearing capacity into consideration to make it a flexible,
Therefore, the operation rules should take the downstream bearing capacity into consideration to
convenient, and practical rule. With the spillway discharge, the pressure is generally less, and the
make it a flexible, convenient, and practical rule. With the spillway discharge, the pressure is
velocity is usually faster at the downstream #3 probe point. Therefore, we can infer that as long as
generally less, and the velocity is usually faster at the downstream #3 probe point. Therefore, we can
the bearing capacity of the river channel is strong enough, the dam has better discharge working
conditions (low velocity) without spillway discharge under high water level.
6.5. Flood Inundation
There are some buildings along the bank of the lower reaches of the Wudu Reservoir, which may
be threatened by the reservoir flood discharge. We simplified the building area in the computational
domain to three residential houses, as shown in Figure 14. According to the simulation results, houses
would be inundated only under normal water levels in all scenarios.

discharge working conditions (low velocity) without spillway discharge under high water level.
6.5. Flood Inundation
There are some buildings along the bank of the lower reaches of the Wudu Reservoir, which
may be threatened by the reservoir flood discharge. We simplified the building area in the
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computational domain to three residential houses, as shown in Figure 14. According to the simulation
results, houses would be inundated only under normal water levels in all scenarios.
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7. Discussion
The terrain modeling method based on DEM provides a new approach to generate terrain for
areas without field measurement data, but the accuracy of the terrain model depends on the precision
of DEM data. At present, the accuracy of DEM data is generally 30 m × 30 m, which is insufficiently
accurate for high-resolution models, and terrain generation based on contour lines demands an
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7. Discussion
The terrain modeling method based on DEM provides a new approach to generate terrain for areas
without field measurement data, but the accuracy of the terrain model depends on the precision of DEM
data. At present, the accuracy of DEM data is generally 30 m × 30 m, which is insufficiently accurate
for high-resolution models, and terrain generation based on contour lines demands an exhausted field
measurement. However, an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle can be used to collect data in the study area and
obtain high-resolution DEM data by image recognition processing, providing technical support for fast
and accurate terrain generation method [42].
Since the calculation area covers the range of 460 m × 320 m × 120 m, the mesh size is difficult to
further refine from the perspective of computational capacity and practical application. Compared
with the similar scale-related research [43,44] and considered the actual situation, the current mesh size
can meet the computational requirements, but if the local details of the flow field are to be captured,
the mesh needs to be further subdivided.
The free outflow boundary condition downstream is slightly different from the actual situation.
In fact, there is a water-retaining structure approximately 2 km downstream of the Wudu reservoir,
which leads to a poor drainage condition. However, the simplified treatment of the downstream still
causes the waterfront structures to be submerged. Therefore, the actual flood inundation would be
more severe.
There are certain limitations associated with the use of this model. The field observation data is
problematic due to the variable nature of the flow field, and generally unable to capture complex flow
dynamics. The limited accuracy of field observations, together with the lack of simultaneous physical
measurements of overtopping volumes, has hampered the ability to validate flood models. Modeling
uncertainties can originate from a wide range of physical processes and at a wide range of space-time
scales. Therefore, calibration of the dam discharge and flood routing model is limited. However, the
model results are indeed able to provide information to check the operation condition under different
scenarios, which indicates that the reservoir has the ability to deal with the surplus flood.
The flood risk assessment is performed by integrating three simplified houses. The physics-based
flood routing framework has been proven to get an accurate flow field. A large volume of water
would be released from the discharge structures and it would cause a great impact on the downstream
environment. A more detailed flood risk assessment should be conducted considering all house
distributions of the downstream county. Therefore, the dam operation management could be more
reasonable to avoid destroying the downstream environment.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, two terrain generation methods, which have a different application scope, are
proposed, and the parametric modeling method is applied to construct complex hydraulic models.
Based on the uneven terrain and the detailed hydraulic structures, a physics-based hydrodynamic
model is constructed to simulate the dam discharge and flood routing of the Wudu reservoir. A flooding
experiment is selected to test and verify the applicability and accuracy of the hydrodynamic model,
while the measured downstream water level is used to validate the numerical results. The 3D
visualization information of flood routing based on temporal and spatial variation is provided.
The model provides detailed information for further understanding the flow movement and analysis
of the role of hydraulic structures in the process of dam discharge.
The proposed physics-based dam discharge and flood routing framework can provide not only
reasonable results with good accuracy but also more details of the complex flow patterns in three
dimensions. Therefore, it has strong power in simulating the complex flow passing through hydraulic
engineering. In addition, the use of BIM technology has largely improved structural modeling efficiency
in practice.
This paper taking the pressures and water surface profiles, energy dissipation arrangement, and
downstream flow conditions into consideration to check the dam operation rules. It can be concluded
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that the joint discharge with the surface spillway and bottom outlet have a better working condition.
The stilling basin which is formed around the incident point helps to dissipate the energy by complex
flow patterns, and the dam foundation can be protected to guarantee the safety of the dam. In general,
the dam can satisfy the discharge demand under the high water level. The flip bucket of the spillway
and the incident point of the discharge flow should be paid close attention, since the pressure and
velocity at those positions are relatively high, and they are easily be destroyed.
According to the actual situation and the characteristic water level of the reservoir, the dam
discharge process under four different water levels is analyzed. The flow pattern, water depth, flow
velocity, and other characteristic information under these four conditions are given, which can provide
a reference to guide the actual operation of the reservoir. Improper operation and management of
reservoirs may cause serious floods downstream. The waterfront houses are submerged under the
normal water level with the maximum discharge capacity. While in other scenarios, the house is safe
from inundation. To protect the downstream, the operation rules should be optimized. Once a rare
basin flood occurs, the dam had better release the flood in advance. Taking the safety of both the
dam and the downstream environment into consideration, drawing a practical operation approach is
favorable. Thus, the dam structures are optimized functionally and economically, protecting human
life and property downstream.
The complexity and transient characteristics are the primary features of the flow field around the
structures. House interior flow process emphasizes the importance of 3D hydrodynamic simulation to
assess the dam operation rules. The dam function is to protect the downstream, and the operation
management should pay more attention to the downstream environment. In general, the dam discharge
and flood routing simulation have confirmed that the stable working condition under different working
conditions. The flip bucket at the discharge structures and the incident points should be paid more
emphasis to protect the dam, and the maximum discharge at high water level should pay more
attention to the downstream environment.
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